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| BACK AT THE BBC

GOLFING GREATS
Producer Jonathan Bramley was part of the talented 
team that brought the action from the 82nd Masters 
Championship to British screens. He shares an 
insight into what’s involved on the ground…

This year was one of the most eagerly-anticipated 
Masters ever, and it lived up to the hype.  
Tiger Woods and Rory Mcllroy didn’t quite deliver 

but Saturday and Sunday saw an incredible weekend of 
golf with American Patrick Reed winning his first major.

Alongside our highly-experienced commentary team of 
Peter Alliss, Ken Brown, Andrew Cotter and Paul Azinger 
– plus reporter Rishi Persad – we added some high-profile 
guests to our live build-up to the weekend. Eight-time 
Major winner Gary Player, UK Masters Champions Sandy 
Lyle and Ian Woosnam and current European Ryder Cup 
Captain, Thomas Bjorn all featured in our studio 
overlooking the practice range.

This year also marked the debut of presenter, Eilidh 
Barbour. Eilidh has presented numerous football and 
rugby programmes before, but this was her first live 
Masters broadcast. 

We were very keen to make the most of Eilidh’s 
enthusiasm, so this year our ambition was to record 
more of our links and preview chats out and about 
around the course, so that the viewer got to see  
our team in situ in the glorious surroundings of  
Augusta National. 

For the final day we were on air at 18:30, but the broadcast 
rights only allowed us to show four minutes of golf on 
BBC2 before the world feed started at 19:00. We could 
show digital feeds (Feature Groups, Amen Corner, 15/16 
and On the Range) on the website and Red Button 

before that, however we needed to carefully plan our 
build-up while trying to reflect what was happening on 
the course and practice range before that.

Once we hit the live golf slot, our job was to supplement 
the CBS feed and fill their commercial breaks by adding 
additional coverage of European golfers plus our own 
interviews and features, especially ‘Ken on the Course’ 
which always goes down well with audiences.

It’s a tricky juggling act, but we have had a hugely 
experienced team on site which makes my job that 
much easier! 

 

Eilidh Barbour.

Lagos bureau is 
officially open
Our new bureau in Lagos is now open, making it 
the headquarters for our BBC News operation 
across West Africa. 

The bureau has a new state-of-the-art TV studio,  
two radio studios and can house up to 200 staff.

It is home to 100 new staff who joined the BBC as 
part of the expansion of the World Service and to 
launch three new language services – BBC News 
Igbo, BBC News Pidgin and BBC News Yoruba. 
With Hausa and English, BBC News is now available 

in these five 
languages across 
Nigeria and has a 
reach of 36 
million, the largest 
of any country in 
the world.

World Service expansion
As part of the World Service expansion, three new daily 
radio services have been launched in Amharic, Afaan Oromo 
and Tigrinya. The new language services have been 
available online since September 2017 – when they launched 
websites and Facebook pages in all three languages.

The new radio services will provide impartial news, 
current affairs, features and analysis for Ethiopia and 
Eritrea, as well as regional and international news.  
There will be a strong focus on culture, health and 
original journalism from the region.

The programme will be broadcast on shortwave, satellite 
– and streamed directly onto each service’s Facebook page.

In addition, English Language Teaching (ELT) will feature 
prominently across the schedules for all three languages.

Over 800 people have recently joined the World Service 
to undertake its biggest expansion since the 1940s. 
These plans have been made possible by the £289 million 
given by the government over the next four years.

BBC Studios lands first 
Channel 4 commission
BBC Studios’ Science Unit was commissioned by 
Channel 4 to produce a programme, broadcast in April, 
that provided an in-depth look at a growing urban 
phenomenon: masses of congealed fat and waste 
clogging up our sewers, otherwise known as fatbergs.

The one-hour programme was Channel 4’s first 
commission from BBC Studios, the BBC’s commercial 
production business and the first third party commission 
for BBC Studios from a UK broadcaster. 

BBC Studios’ Science Unit, in conjunction with Thames 
Water, performed the first ever fatberg autopsy on a 
giant London fatberg, believed to be one of the largest 
ever found in the capital.

Fatbergs are becoming a growing problem across the 
UK as our sewage infrastructure struggles to cope with 
Britain’s changing habits. The battle to remove them is 
costing an estimated £80 million a year across the UK,  
a bill that ultimately falls to utility customers in their 
water bills. 

The programme saw presenter Rick Edwards and 
pathology technician Carla Valentine oversee the 
process as the fatberg emerged from the sewers  
and made its way to Abbey Mills Pumping Station in 
East London, dubbed ‘the cathedral of sewage’,  
for a thorough examination of its contents.

A love letter to Liverpool
To mark its 50 years of broadcasting, BBC Radio Merseyside 
has been awarded the Freedom of the City of Liverpool  
– the highest civic honour the city can bestow. Pauline McAdam, 
Assistant Editor was thrilled to be able to write and produce  
a special stage show celebrating the award, which was 
accepted on behalf of listeners and staff. 
It’s customary, when you’ve been honoured with the 
Freedom of the City, to give an acceptance speech. 
But where would we begin? Back in 1967 the BBC gave 
Merseyside a radio station but it is our listeners who 
gave her a voice. So we decided to say thank you with 
a special programme celebrating this glorious city. 

With the help of some famous friends like musician 
Pete Wylie, actors Ricky Tomlinson and Pauline Daniels, 
and writer Frank Cottrell Boyce, we performed a Love 
Letter to Liverpool and her ‘accent exceedingly rare’, 
as the local song goes.

For me, to be asked to write this love letter to my 
home town was an enormous and paralysing privilege. 

Presenter Tony Snell and I, two kids from working 
class Anfield, sat on the stage that night pinching 
ourselves. How did we get here with responsibility for 
delivering this beautiful tribute? I think this may be 
the most important programme I have ever written in 
my almost 30 years at the station. I am thrilled as a 
born and bred Liver Bird to have been given the 
chance by editor, Sue Owen to create this homage  
to my home.

Liverpool is a port and it is apart. As Scouse poet of 
Jamaican heritage, Levi Tafari said, ‘We aren’t English: 
we are Scouse’. It’s that fiercely proud sense of identity 
that makes us who we are. It marks our difference,  
as many port cities find, from the mother country. 

That sense of belonging to our community is wonderful 
but brings its own problems. The city has suffered 
from economic decline and reputational damage over 
the years, although oddly not from our myriad of 
foreign tourists. Again and again the sense of defiant 
optimism surfaced in poems, songs and speeches. 

It was a spectacular evening: occasionally mournful, 
frequently joyful as our stories and voices floated 
around our heads and the Grade One listed civic palace. 

We laughed, we cried and we sang. We celebrated our 
shared history and, importantly, our future.

But, as Frank Cottrell Boyce put it: ‘Radio Merseyside  
is where our voices have been listened to and heard 
and cherished. It’s a long and winding road. And as 
long as Radio Merseyside is with us we will not  
walk alone’.
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Complete the grid so that every row, column and  
3x3 box contains the letters ABDINORTY in some  
order. One row or column contains a five or more  
letter word, title or name with a BBC connection.  
Solve the Sudoku to discover what it is and send  
your answer to: The Editor, Prospero, BBC Pension  
and Benefits Centre, Broadcasting House, Cardiff  
CF5 2YQ by Monday 2 July 2018.

The winner gets a £10 voucher. 
Many thanks to Neil Somerville  
for providing this puzzle.

The Sudoku winner in April was 
Philip Dean, who correctly identified the BBC 
connection was Jo Whiley. 

Mystery Sudoku
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£10
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Prospero is provided free of charge to retired Scheme 
members, or to their spouses and dependants. 

Prospero provides a source of news on former 
colleagues, developments at the BBC and pension 
issues, plus classified adverts. It is available online at 
bbc.co.uk/mypension

To advertise in Prospero, please see page 12. 

Please send your editorial contributions, or 
comments/feedback, to: 
Prospero, BBC Pension and Benefits Centre, 
Broadcasting House, Cardiff CF5 2YQ 

Email: prospero@bbc.co.uk

Please make sure that any digital pictures you send 
are scanned at 300dpi. Please also note that the 
maximum word count for obituaries is 350 words.
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The next issue of Prospero will appear  
in August 2018. The copy deadline  
is Wednesday 27 June 2018. 

Contents

Pension increase 2018
The various provisions for determining 
pension increases for the different sections  
of the Scheme are set out in the Trust Deed 
and Rules. The increases applying from  

1 April 2018 are as follows:

• Old and New Benefits members’ pensions in  
payment and deferred pensions will increase 
 by 4.1%. Old benefits members who elected to 
receive the Pension Increase Exchange will receive  
a lower, and in some cases, no increase with effect 
from 1 April 2018.

• Career Average Benefits (‘CAB’) 2011 members’ 
pensions in payment will increase by 3%.

• CAB 2006 members’ pensions in payment will 
increase by 2.5%.

No discretionary increase over and above those detailed 
above have been agreed.

MEMBER SURVEY IS 
NOW CLOSED
By the time this issue of Prospero is produced,  
the member survey will have closed. We will be 
contacting our prize draw winners in the week 
commencing 4 June. 

We’d like to thank everyone who took part in the 
survey. We had a fantastic response, with over 
3,900 replies by the time Prospero went to print. 

We hope to share the results with you in the 
October issue.

Back at the BBC 9
- Perivale – where our past is secured  

for our future

Peaking into the world of costume design

As you’d expect, preparation for the project 
started with a huge amount of research - 
reading books, going to exhibitions and 

browsing photographs from the 1920s to really get 
immersed into the era.

After the First World War, fashions changed. There was 
a shortage of fabrics and those that were available 
were expensive, so clothes were shorter and tighter. 
People also didn’t have money to buy new clothes. 
And with filthy streets, trousers in particular got 
shorter – above the ankle – to stop them from  
getting dirty.

The process of creating costumes involved having 
conversations with the production team; talking to the 
director and developing ideas; talking to the director 
of photography about colours and to the production 
designer. Actors also had their say. Each actor needed 
to have a made-to-measure costume which suited 
their character and they had to feel comfortable in  
the clothes.

Once all the background information was gathered, 
designs for each particular scene got under way.  
The process was a collaborative effort with around  
15 people involved.

A third of the costumes were made by the team from 
scratch, the rest were original vintage dresses, blouses  

Costumes play a huge role in any production, but especially historical 
dramas like Peaky Blinders. Ariel Networker Joanna Izowska spoke to 
costume designer, Stephanie Collie, who worked on the first series, to find 
out more about what’s involved. Here Joanna shares what she learned...

or accessories from the period that were purchased at 
vintage fairs or hired. Original men’s clothing from the 
period is much harder to find. For the costumes designed 
and made by the team, like men’s suits, there was 
measuring, sourcing of fabrics and LOTS of fittings!

The secret to producing effective costumes is listening 
to the people you work with, as they may have 
inspiring ideas, and having a good team who you trust. 
The biggest challenge is delivering authentic, high 
quality final products within a limited budget.

On the cover: Darwin’s Arch, The Galapagos Islands.
Inset: The ‘Marques’ – the replica for the ‘Beagle’ in 
The Voyage of Charles Darwin.
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Reg Pidsley
The article in April’s edition of Prospero regarding Reg Pidsley triggered my memories 
of Recording Maintenance Unit in the glory days at St Hilda’s in Maida Vale during the 
fifties, followed by its successor CMU in the sixties, when it was located in the 
basement of BH Ext., supervised by Chris Merrell. 

When Chris retired I took over the supervisory role. It was here that I met Reg, seeing 
out the remainder of his service after many years in Mobile Recordings.

I appreciated Reg’s quiet support as this was my first supervisory role. His vast 
experience, particularly with coping with limited resources, was invaluable. We both 
had a shared interest in horticulture; he running a small business growing African 
violets, among other indoor plants.

On a more sombre note, he once brought into work a series of photographs, taken 
when he was present at the liberation of one of the German concentration camps.  
I can only say that I doubt that Reg would have needed more courage flying over 
Berlin, than at that moment. Words can’t express the horror depicted!

Derek Williams

Visiting distant war graves with 
Malcolm Brown
Reading the obituary to documentary 
producer Malcolm Brown (Prospero,  
February 2018), I was reminded of my 
time working with him as his assistant. 

I went to France with Malcolm on several 
occasions when we were making the film 
Peace in No Man’s Land about the 
Christmas Truce of 1914, and programmes 
for the series Soldiers, which also dealt 
with aspects of the First Word War.

I remember visiting many war cemeteries with Malcolm and he always insisted that we 
went to see the war graves which were situated furthest away from the gate. He said 
that the graves nearest the gates got a lot of visitors but the ones in the far corners 
were rarely visited and he wanted to pay his respects to them. 

I will always remember that and when I have visited war cemeteries since then I have always 
headed for the far corners to visit the graves which may not have had many visitors.

Jill Dales

A second moan...
I endorse and strongly approve of 
Bonnie Margo’s letter in Prospero  
(April 2018). What exactly has 
happened to Radio 2? Where has the 
variety ‘middle of the road’ music gone? 
It has become very unprofessional.  
Or has it become Radio 1? Ninety  
per cent of the time it has truly  
‘dumb down’ with a continuous noise.

Having sad that, I enjoy DJs Ken Bruce, 
Simon May, Johnnie Walker, Liza Tarbuck 
and Tony Blackburn, whose show  
is excellent.

Unfortunately, many other presenters 
are a real pain, talking rubbish, not 
even correct English grammar, often 
while the record is still being played!

One morning presenter often has his 
young son taking part during his show.  
Is this extreme nepotism?

Another moan, the continuous promotion of future shows, or they are ‘now 
available on iPlayer’ – who cares?

Why can’t the listener have a variety of music, spanning the last 60 years to the 
present day, but not the tedious, monotonous thump, thump, thump of today’s 
so-called music – leave that to Radio 1.

It’s enough to make Jimmy Young, Brian Matthew and Terry Wogan turn in their 
graves. They maintained the highest standards of broadcasting.

David Stone, Twickenham

...And a groan
I could hear the groans from present-day staff as they read Bonnie Margo’s 
criticisms of Radio 2 (Prospero, April 2018), but she made good points.  
Retired we may be, but we still listen and watch BBC programmes, and enjoy 
many of them. I accept change – remember when you went for a promotion board 
and the first question was ‘What changes are you going to bring to this post?’

I moved from Radio Scotland to Local Radio. I worked with some great colleagues. 
But we’d have been sacked on the spot if we’d dared to come up with belittling 
parodies of a news-orientated presenter simply to get cheap laughs on a following-on 
music-based programme. That now happens daily on The Steve Wright Show 
where Jeremy Vine is his (willing?) victim. That’s a change for the worse.

And don’t get me started on Steve’s constant off-key karaoke-style accompaniments 
to many of the discs he spins. Oh, that’s not correct – they don’t do that anymore 
either, do they?

Allan Muirhead

Liza Tarbuck.

Looking for Margaret June Cox
I am trying to find the whereabouts of an old BBC friend and colleague,  
Miss Margaret June Cox. She managed the Transcript and Tape Unit, which  
was part of Secretariat, and we worked together in Chandos Street and then  
33 Cavendish Square between 1977 and 1988. We kept in touch right up until 
December 2016, or thereabouts, and then correspondence stopped. Her last 
known address is in Kent.

I have very fond memories of Margaret and enjoyed receiving her letters.  
I would dearly like to know if anyone knows anything of her more 
recently. Are you able to help? 

Kim Blythe (kimblythe_59@hotmail.com)

Carpenter Road and men-only areas
The BBC premises in Carpenter Road, 
Birmingham, housed, among other things, 
the main offices, music studio and 
Outside Broadcast base. When I joined in 
the late fifties, the Reithian ethos had just 
been relaxed to allow female staff to sit at 
the same table as the men in the canteen.

We had an older lady with a rather 
appropriate name who considered herself 
responsible for the welfare of female staff. 
Call her Miss B. It was a time when fashions 
were changing and we had one young lady 
who seemed to be weeks ahead of what 
was to be the next popular dress code, 
which in this instance was hot pants.  
She was duly called in to see Miss B and 
told that hot pants were quite inappropriate, 
particularly when she bent over at the 
canteen counter to see what was on offer. 

Some time later, the fashion was about to 
change to floor-length dresses. Perhaps  
it was thought these could cause people 
to trip over, and once again our young 
lady was hauled in to be told these  
were unacceptable.

Probably the final major upheaval was the 
craze for hooped skirts. These were not 
as wide as crinolines so couldn’t be 
considered a trip hazard or impossible to 
work in – however, Carpenter Road had 
two major features. As you entered the 

building, you shortly turned left or right 
along a corridor which had stairs at  
either end leading to the upper storey. 
The problem was that these stairs were 
attractive, wrought-iron spiral staircases 
which you had to walk under to see other 
parts of the building, and that was not all. 
The hooped skirts had to go.

At much the same time, the TV OB Unit 
were working at Newmarket. There were 
a couple of cameras on the Grandstand 
roof and to get there you had to pass 
through the Members’ Bar. Standing on a 
Grandstand roof in all weathers is far 
from idyllic, and the cameramen were 
muffled up to the eyebrows. Unfortunately, 
the Newmarket Bar staff could not tell if 
they were wearing ties and there was 
high level diplomatic discussion before 
the cameramen could get to their posts.

In a similar vein, we were once at Lords for 
the cricket. At this time it was relatively 
unusual for the TV OB crew to include a 
woman. We were all issued with the same 
rigging clothes so it wasn’t immediately 
obvious if you were a man or a woman. 
Our female representative came down 
from rigging the Commentary Box with a 
smile on her face as she had just had a 
pint of beer in the Members’ Men Only Bar.

Roy Bradshaw

Radio Leeds 50th anniversary party
BBC Radio Leeds began broadcasting at 5.30pm on 24 June 1968. If you worked here 
anytime between then and now, we’d like to hear from you with a view to you joining 
in with our golden anniversary celebrations. We are planning a party on Sunday  
24 June 2018 (early evening onwards) here in Leeds. Please contact Julie Langford 
(julie.langford@bbc.co.uk) for more information and to register your interest.
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I’ve been away from the business for  
27 years now. I thought the next stop 
would have been the wee wicker box,  
but discovered there are boxes within 
boxes and moved onto psychiatric 
nursing. In some ways, it seemed a 
natural progression from my last post 
with Auntie – I served 17 years in the 
Department of Religion.

A wee memory from Scotland
I had been ‘with’ the Corporation for a 
total of 27 years. Having wandered through 
the system via Radio Planning (John Scott, 
for those of you with memories of BBC 
Scotland, Glasgow in 1965), Television 
Planning (Norah Esslemont) and External 
Services, I arrived in Pharic Mclaren’s 
Television Drama empire just in time to 
type the whole of the Sunset Song script.  

TV libraries 
outlive ENPS
I read with interest Ian Hare’s article on 
the introduction of ENPS to BBC 
newsrooms in London in the 1990s 
(Prospero, April 2018).

When it was introduced in Leeds a while 
later, there too an American arrived to 
extol the system’s virtues, telling the 
assembled staff that with ENPS  
librarians would no longer be needed, 
because users would find all they  
needed on ENPS, without having to trawl 
through the uncued tapes provided by 
the library. 

As is often the case in the BBC, this was 
the very opposite of the truth. ENPS is no 
more but TV libraries remain essential – 
and valued.

Richard Walsh

Wincing at  
the ‘bought’
I was so relieved to read Matt Conway’s 
letter (Prospero, April 2018). I had started 
to think that I winced alone at the frequent 
sound of a misused ‘bought’ for ‘brought’. 
Not only does one hear it from many 
broadcasting presenters, often reading  
a prompter or a script where presumably 
the written words are correct, but there 
are innumerable instances in all walks  
of life.

I am forced to wonder if, in broadcasting, 
the directors, producers, executive 
producers, controllers et al do not see 
this as a problem, possibly adopting the 
same practice themselves? 

It is so disappointing that Matt Conway’s 
Professor of English could not explain the 
matter, and I eagerly anticipate any 
response from the BBC’s Pronunciation 
Research Unit.

Phil Hinchliffe

Unfortunately the Pronunciation Research 
Unit were unable to provide us with a 
definitive answer, saying it was not ‘in 
their remit’ to do so.

‘Buttery’ screen 
test on 16mm film?
I am a BBC volunteer visitor and have 
received a letter from the son-in-law of a 
BBC pensioner I wrote to with regards to 
a possible visit. He has a collection of 
16mm films, one of which is labelled 
‘screen test’, possibly produced by a 
‘John Buttery’?

If any reader might know if the BBC would 
be interested in viewing these 16mm films, 
please let me know and I will pass on any 
expression of interest.

Peter Cresdee

You can email Peter directly at:  
hiwatt@heavyside.plus.com

From left to right: Roddy McMillian as Uncle Tam, John Grieve as Munro of Cuddlestoun,  
Alex McAvoy as Alec Mutch, and Victor Carin as Chae Strachan in Sunset Song.

I was probably the only one in the 
predominantly English production team 
who understood the dialect – apart from 
Pharic, Moira Armstrong and Bill Craig.

I was a real novice. Having been brought 
up in a mill town in deepest Ayrshire  
I hadn’t a clue where programmes came 
from (news and sport were the only 
transmissions allowed on the radio by my 
stepfather). However, I had a guid Scots 
tongue in ma heid so the brogue was 
reasonably familiar. (London wanted at 
some point to subtitle the production – 
but since they were currently transmitting 
a French drama which had been 
transposed to Somerset… unsubtitled…)

The Sunset Song experience certainly 
opened other perspectives on life – from 
the intense vision by Lewis Grassic Gibbon 
of Scotland at that significant WW1 period 
and Moira’s passionate interpretation of 
it, to the nomadic lifestyle of a very motley 
film crew.

I had ‘joined’ the BBC for purely practical 
reasons. I had moved up to Glasgow from 
Ayrshire to work with The Scotland-USSR 
Friendship Society (not entirely for 
political reasons, but that’s an unnecessary 
sidetrack), but found I couldn’t afford the 
rent on the Soviet salary. They paid me £5 
a week; Beeb was offering £7. I accepted 
Miss Graveson’s offer and each morning 
started sharing the lift with Mr Andrew 
Stewart. That was my first cultural shock. 
He was The Controller BBC Scotland.  
I’d never encountered someone who  
wore pin-striped trousers, a heavy cloth 
coat, bowler hat, rolled umbrella and a 
serious briefcase. 

Times were a-changing. In my job in 
Planning I immediately learned that 
‘strike, set and light’ had nothing to do 
with industrial action (my stepfather had 
been a red Clydesider – the cloth cap 
rather than the cloth coat brigade –  
so my vocabulary leaned in a certain 
direction). Strike, set and light was  
purely the term used for the cardboard 
(?) ‘flats’ being moved to accommodate 
the intricate sets for the network costume 
drama being hosted by Glasgow to help 
pay for the splendid new Studio A. 

I worked on what I seem to remember 
was the first drama after that same studio 
was colourised. And drama it was.  
The production, Markheim, was a murder 
set in a shadowy junk shop, but the 
engineering managers felt it needed 
maximum lighting for the new colour 
cameras. Colin Cant, an ‘attached’ 
director from Design Department, lost 
some hair that day, and I learned a few 
new expletives. It maybe wasn’t the best 
choice for that exercise, and I’ll probably 
have stirred a few expletives from the 
engineers. It was a steep learning curve 
for a culturally naive rural Scot.

And how my broadcasting experience 
ended in the Department of Religion 
is another story requiring a broken  
skull helicoptered off a Hebridean  
island. But we’ve maybe plumbed  
enough memories.

May Bowie

Andrew Stewart, BBC controller, Scotland.
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It took a year to get hold of the files as 
they had to be vetted themselves by 
the Cabinet Office to remove the 

names of MI5 personnel. 

Quite a bit about the vetting system was 
already known as the BBC made limited 
releases of files in response to Freedom 
of Information requests. There was also a 
chapter in Jane Seaton’s recent history of 
the BBC, Pinkoes and Traitors. But what 
struck me when I finally looked into the 
files late last year was an astonishing 
story of lies and deception by the BBC 
which was ended only when the Observer 
published a detailed story about vetting 
in August 1985.

Vetting started in the 1930s. One fear was 
that, as one file put it, ‘evilly disposed’ 
engineers might sabotage programmes 
and take the BBC off air. The BBC feared 
that it might be discredited and the way 
cleared for a left-wing government. 

Vetting initially applied to all staff, though 
the weekly paid were excluded as the war 
progressed. One BBC official said that 
‘charwomen’ were no threat.

6

And so the pattern was set for the Cold 
War. As time went on, various categories 
of staff, including the make-up and 
gramophone departments, were removed 
from vetting, but several thousand names 
still went to MI5 every year. 

Vetting kicked in when an applicant was 
selected for a post. All candidates were 
told that ‘formalities’ were being carried 
out, which meant the successful applicant’s 
name had gone to MI5, itself discreetly 
known as ‘College’. If all was okay, the 
appointment would go ahead. If that 
candidate was a member of a ‘subversive’ 
organisation, or had close connections to 
one, the next ‘also suitable’ candidate 
would go through the same process. 
Nobody was told anything. If there was 
something suspicious about someone 
which might prevent later promotion to a 
sensitive job, a red mark like a Christmas 
tree was drawn on their file.

The BBC itself was very keen on vetting. 
MI5 was less so, perhaps because of the 
work involved. Conversely the BBC wanted 
some transparency but MI5 said ‘no’. 

ROOTING OUT THE SUBVERSIVES
Security vetting of BBC staff started in the late 1930s and continued for more 
than five decades. Former BBC correspondent, Paul Reynolds was recently 
given access to all the BBC vetting files and found out how the BBC kept this 
secret for so many years.

The files revealed that the great 
liberalising director-general of the 1960s, 
Hugh Greene, was himself thoroughly in 
favour of vetting. Greene even took part 
in a deception to keep the system from 
public gaze. In preparing for an interview 
with the Sunday Times in 1968, he said  
he would not answer questions about 
security and would leave that to his 
director of administration, John Arkell. 
Arkell himself nearly gave the game away 
by saying that sometimes mistakes were 
made but the curtains were then firmly 
closed again. 

The files show that this strategy had in 
fact been devised by MI5 itself and Arkell 
subsequently told a colleague that the 
BBC should get ‘a bit of credit’ for this 
with MI5. One BBC high-up remarked  
that a reply to an enquiring MP amounted 
to ‘deception’.

Even as late as a few months before the 
Observer revelations, one BBC official 
recommended a policy of ‘Keep head 
down and stonewall all questions’.  
Denial was the standard response.

In our early days, there was a house 
policy that all staff were equally 
versatile, and so recruits from 

newsrooms were required to present 
request programmes, and ‘entertainers’ 
were expected to run the news desk.  
At 45 years on, perhaps I’m allowed to 
say that some presenters made better 
news reporters than the other way round!

We also had an odd weekend shift pattern, 
whereby the duty news reporter worked 
alone for 13 hours on a Saturday, and 11(?) 
on a Sunday – it was a long weekend. 

On the one in question I’d got home on 
the Saturday night to be rung by an 
engineer colleague, Parkin Raine, who 
lived in the hills to the west, and reported 
that there seemed to be a lot of flames 

visible in Teeside. I was able to assure him 
that, having recently driven home, it was 
only a flare stack burning at ICI Wilton.

The next morning I ‘did the calls’ to the 
police and fire service, and was assured 
that all was quiet. Naturally my 09:00 
bulletin reflected that, with local material 
I’d prepared the night before, and 
national and world news off the 
teleprinter. The morning continued with 
scripting, editing, and the occasional 
continuity presentation duties.

At 12:15 I did the calls again, ready for the 
13:00 bulletin. The bobby on duty in the 
police control room said, ‘Everything’s OK 
now – we’re letting people back into the 
South Bank.’ ‘What do you mean – letting 
people back?’ 

‘Because of the gasholder fire – we had to 
evacuate South Bank. Didn’t you know?’

A large gasholder in the eastern end of 
Middlesborough had caught fire – a 
lightning strike? – and for a while there 
had been a considerable danger of a 
serious explosion. The local people had 
been evacuated for their safety. These were 
the flames that my colleague had seen, 
and it was just a coincidence that Wilton 
was flaring.

Clearly this was a major local news story… 
and we’d missed it because no-one had 
thought to tell me on the early calls.  
We had to get it into the 13:00 bulletin,  
so I called my news editor, Ian Hindmarsh, 
and asked him to come in and do the 
studio end, while I took the radio car over 

to South Bank and covered the story on 
the ground. 

I think between us we covered it well,  
but I still shudder at the thought of 
people turning on their local BBC station 
that morning to find out what the heck 
was going on in South Bank, only to hear 
minor news stories and jolly music.

Of course, in these days of ‘face-tweet’, 
the ‘official’ news media are somewhat  
at a disadvantage. Two days ago I got to 
hear of another major fire, in a garden 
centre near Stokesley. I learned it not 
from a radio bulletin, but from a neighbour 
with his phone in our village high street. 
And he hasn’t had to ‘do the calls’.

Graeme Aldous

‘DOING THE CALLS’
It’s funny how a small reference can bring back big memories. John Roberts’ 
article, ‘Red Tape and Razor Blades’ (Prospero, April 2018) referred to 
‘making the calls’ to the local emergency services to see if there’s news to 
report, which instantly took me back to a personally embarrassing moment  
in the early seventies at BBC Radio Teesside (later Cleveland, now BBC Tees).

After the Observer story, such denials 
were no longer tenable. And very rapidly 
the vetting for ‘subversives’ was dropped. 
Some other vetting, in the World Service 
(because of potentially hostile infiltration) 
and for people involved in wartime 
broadcasting plans, did continue for a 
while but essentially the justification for 
vetting was ending as the Cold War came 
to a close.



From the beginning, we set out to make the script 
and locations as accurate as possible. This inevitably 
would mean recreating Darwin’s famous journey 

aboard ‘HMS Beagle’ which took him very nearly half 
way round the world.

It proved to be an epic adventure for everyone who took 
part, and through the intervening years the idea of a 
reunion began to take shape. 

In April of this year, largely thanks to the efforts of 
Suzanne Kelly, Mary Holdsworth, Mark Litchfield and 
Martyn Friend, the dream became a reality.

The reunion itself took place in the tiny Cornish harbour 
of Charlestown, just south of Saint Austell. It was from 
there that we filmed our replica of the ‘Beagle’, setting 
out for South America in August 1977.

The local council kindly lent us a spacious room, where 
home movies, photograph albums, maps, charts and 
other memorabilia were all on display.

David Whitsun brought along the BAFTA award he won 
for his outstanding camera work in the course of the series.

The main event was a dinner, followed by speeches, at 
the Rashleigh Arms on Saturday night. First to speak 
was Mark Litchfield, our host for the evening, who, with 
his partner Robin Cecil-Wright, had purchased the small 
Spanish merchantman ‘Marques’ and converted her to 
resemble ‘HMS Beagle’. He had a variety of stories to 
tell. The most moving one described the ship’s tragic 
end, six years after the BBC series was finished.

‘It was at the beginning of the Tall Ships Race from Halifax 
to Nova Scotia. On the first night she was hit by a terrific 
storm at four in the morning, which knocked her over to 
starboard. So much water was taken on board that she 
sank almost immediately. Out of a crew of 28, 19 died.’

Mark then asked for a ‘moment’s silence and contemplation’ 
in remembrance of all those lost on the ship. And also 
for the BBC Natural History producer Ned Kelly, who 
sadly died just a few years ago. 

A VOYAGE OF 
REMEMBRANCE FOR THOSE 
ON BOARD THE ‘BEAGLE’
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An alarming 
anecdote
With the imminent closure of BBC Monitoring in 
Caversham, I recall the morning of the new fire 
alarm test.

Tests were always on a Tuesday morning, with just 
a one-minute ‘window’. A new system had been 
installed which was supposed to sound an alarm at 
Reading Fire Station. I hadn’t worked during the 
previous two weeks.

Tuesday morning.

‘Good morning Arthur,’ said I.

‘Morning Geoff,’ said Arthur. 

‘Geoff, you must test that fire alarm this morning.  
It hasn’t worked so far.’

Arthur was in charge of engineering maintenance 
and was on his way to a supervisors’ meeting 
chaired by Tom Allen, the A.E.i.C.

The one-minute window was approaching. 
Caversham PBX made the usual announcement 
that there was to be a fire alarm test.

The procedure now was to advise the fire station that 
the alarm would be a test. I phoned the fire station.

No! I don’t believe it – engaged!

I’m now within that minute. I keep phoning.  
Still engaged.

Came the 59th second of that crucial minute and I 
thought, ‘What the hell, this has got to be tested.’

I hit the panic button.

I shall never forget the sound of three fire engine 
sirens blaring their way up the drive.

I later learned that as the sound of those sirens  
got closer and closer, so Tom Allen’s eyes got  
wider and wider and his jaw dropped lower  
and lower.

I think that false call-out cost Monitoring between 
£400 and £500. Thereafter, the test alarm window 
was extended to three minutes.

It cannot be denied that I had thoroughly tested 
the new fire alarm and it worked!

Geoff Mitchell

Forty years ago, the BBC produced a major  
drama/documentary series called The Voyage  
of Charles Darwin. 

Next it was the turn of Suzanne. Her romance with Ned 
had blossomed on the ‘Beagle’ and was a happy 
memory for us all. When she applied for the job of cook 
and qualified doctor, she was asked whether she would 
mind being the only woman on board. She replied,  
‘I hope I will be accepted by the crew as their big sister.’

As things turned out she was the only person to suffer  
a serious injury. In the mid-Atlantic she fell out of her 
hammock and fractured her jaw. 

Martyn Friend was the next to get to his feet. He paid a 
very kind tribute to me as the instigator of the whole 

crazy venture, and also reminded us of some of the 
other colleagues we had lost in the intervening years.

Speaking for the actors, Malcolm Stoddard, who played 
Charles Darwin, said it had been ‘a privilege to be part of 
this momentous production, and to work with such a 
marvellous, clever and friendly crew’. (I’m not sure we 
recognised ourselves from that grandiose description 
but it was hardly the moment to contradict him.)

When my turn came, in time-honoured fashion I thought 
it was time to have a bit of a go at the star of the show. 
‘We always knew,’ I said, ‘that Malcolm was far too 
intelligent to play the part of Charles Darwin, but 
splendid trouper that he is, he did his best to hide the 
fact – rather too successfully, some of us thought.’

I ended by saying, ‘Most people think that Charles Darwin 
was the hero of the series. He very nearly was – but not 
quite. The true hero wasn’t a human being at all – it was 
a dog.

By which of course – I meant the ‘Beagle.’

Christopher Ralling
Producer, The Voyage of Charles Darwin



How we use your personal data
You may have seen in the press or 
elsewhere that the law is changing with 
regard to personal data. The new 
General Data Protection Regulations 
(GDPR) came into effect on 25 May 
2018. The BBC Club Privacy Policy, 
including a GDPR statement, can be 
found on the BBC Club website, 
BBCCLUB.com 

In order to comply with these regulations, 
the BBC Club has written to all members 
who have FREE life membership by 
email if we have an email address and 
by post if we do not. Any ‘dormant’ 
Club Life memberships will be removed 
from the database and their personal 
information securely destroyed. If you 
haven’t received this letter or email, 
please email BBC.Club@BBC.co.uk or 
call 0208 752 6666 (Mon-Fri; 9am – 5pm) 
to update your contact information.

Prospero Society AGM
The Prospero Society AGM was held at 
BBC Club, W1 on Tuesday 17 April 2018 
at 11am. 

At this meeting the Prospero Society 
Chair, Peter Mirams and committee 
members, Joan Sullivan and Sylvia 
Sainsbury stepped down. The Prospero 
Society and BBC Club proposed a vote 
of thanks for all their hard work and 
service over the years and wished 
them the very best for their Prospero 
retirement. We look forward to seeing 
them on future trips!

The new Chair, Carol Elliott, was voted 
in unopposed and unanimously.  
She will be ably supported by 
committee members Rodica Mager, 
Beulah East, Alison Gray and Helen 
Schofield. We look forward to some 
exciting future events!

Canal Cruising
On 17 April, the Canal Cruising section 
took delivery of its latest custom built 
luxury narrowboat, ‘Savoy Hill’.

Savoy Hill sleeps seven people in three 
separate cabins which can be 
configured as single or double berths. 
It has two flush toilets and a shower 
and is fully equipped with a microwave, 
conventional cooker, fridge and central 
heating. The new boat has LED lighting 
throughout, USB charging sockets, two 
televisions with built-in DVD players, 
WiFi capability and extra storage.

You can see a 360-degree panorama 
on the club’s website at bbcclub.com/
connect/canal-cruising

The new Savoy Hill is available to hire 
at very competitive rates. See the 
website for details.

BBC Club Broadcast Centre, BC2 B3, 
201 Wood Lane, London W12 7TP  
020 8752 6666  
BBC.CLUB@BBC.CO.UK
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Over the years the BBC has 
collected a huge range of 
recorded sound effects that have 

now been released as downloads for 
non-commercial use. Roy Bradshaw, who 
went from mending telephones to 
working as a BBC sound supervisor in 
Birmingham, shares his memories of the 
FX Department.

In the early days the FX were on 78rpm 
discs, where the operator dropped a 
needle onto some specific part of the 
spinning record to get just the right 
section of that role of thunder or 
whatever that was suitable for the play 
they were broadcasting live. Then came 
45rpm EPs that could, if necessary, be 
transferred onto tape, up to today’s touch 
of a button.

I joined the BBC just at the transition 
from 78s to 45s, when we had a relatively 
small row of shelves in the studio holding 
the whole library of 45s as opposed to 
the room full of 78s somewhere else in 
the building, and where you probably 
needed a stool to reach the topmost one 
or kneel on the floor for the bottom row.

Cows masquerading as horses
I never worked in radio drama, where the 
real sound effects specialists could be 
found. I worked in television, where 
probably my most used effect was the 
horses’ hooves tape that we would run 
during horseracing outside broadcasts.  
I was told the sound was really a herd of 
stampeding cows with the moos cut out.

In the early days the news film clips were 
from silent black and white cameras. All we 
in the sound gallery would know was the 
subject matter and possibly the location. 
We rarely saw the pictures until we were 
on air. Provincial Town – ‘Prov Town’ – was 
a good standby, as was ‘Countryside in 
Summer’. Perhaps there might be a fire 
engine. 

The Gram Op was expected to create a 
realistic background, but to make it a bit 
more entertaining someone would pull out 
a disc from the rack and the Gram Op had 
to use it somewhere, so perhaps a lion’s 
roar or the sound of a washing machine 
would be heard in the most unlikely places.

Hitting the water
Despite this huge catalogue, it was often 
the case that you couldn’t find exactly the 
sound you were looking for. I know of a 

THREE BATTER PUDDINGS 
THROWN AT A WALL
by Roy Bradshaw

radio play based in the Lake District, where 
the drama producer and his sound mixer 
were trying to find the right sound of 
someone hitting the water after he had 
fallen from a cliff. Nothing seemed right, 
so eventually the producer – who owned 
a boat on Windermere – went up to the 
Lakes with the sound mixer and they 
dropped or threw various articles into  
the water – but they were still dissatisfied. 
In the end the sound mixer stripped off 
and jumped in himself. At least that was 
their story.

I have my own story that I am not really 
proud of. We had gone out to Salford to 
get general sounds (‘Atmos’) of a street 
in late evening, then on to Cheadle for 
‘Ice-cream Van Chimes’ and we still had 
to get the sound of a baby crying.  
My assistant said he had a young child 
that was often crying, so we went to his 
house together with ice-creams as a treat 
for his wife and ourselves. The trouble 
was the child was sitting in her pram 
quite contentedly and was not likely to 
start crying. What can we do – we can’t 
stick a pin in her. We gave her an ice-
cream and then took it away – that did 
the trick. (She did get it back.)

Canned laughter
Back at the BBC, I was sitting in the office 
late one afternoon when two or three 
people came in saying they had just 
recorded a pilot comedy TV programme 
and it really needed audience laughter to 
give it some atmosphere. 

In those days canned laughter was not 
done. You recorded a programme in front 
of an audience and recorded their reaction, 

but this was a pilot so only to be shown 
to the bosses for acceptance. 

It was nearly home time, so I grabbed one 
of our assistants and asked her if she would 
mind staying late. We opened up the 
dubbing suite, set up the VHS tape and 
found a selection of laughter from the FX 
library. Of course, we needed direction. 
We would play a section, the producers 
decided how much laughter would be 
needed and then we recorded that bit. 
Then we did it again. It was very tedious 
and time was getting late. I was getting 
frustrated with the way these people would 
spend ages deciding what they wanted 
– a large, medium or small burst of laughter 
or only a titter, so during the next rehearsal, 
that we could record anyway, I called 
‘Laugh’ to my assistant when I though 
this dreary programme was livening up. 
She promptly played the tape, and the 
producers said, ‘That wasn’t supposed to 
be funny’. I don’t think that pilot ever saw 
the light of day. And I wasn’t sacked.

‘Three Batter Puddings thrown at a Wall’ 
is part of a section of Goon Show effects 
that included such things as ‘Man being 
dragged backwards through a grand 
piano’. I am sure you are going to need 
that someday. 

I was told the sound  
was really a herd of 
stampeding cows with 
the moos cut out.

The BBC’s Sound Effects Library is a 
fantastic resource, which can now be 
used free for non-commercial use. 
You can download the sound tracks 
or just spend an hour or two listening 
the sounds online. It can be found at: 
bbcsfx.acropolis.org.uk

Goons tea party for (left to right)  
Spike Milligan, Harry Secombe and Peter Sellers.
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PERIVALE...WHERE OUR PAST  
IS SECURED FOR OUR FUTURE
BBC Archives is changing. A new, simpler structure will 
see it more closely aligned to the BBC’s core vision and 
values, be easier to do business with and able to play a 
more prominent role in the creation of our content.  
Ariel editor Matt Eastley reports.

To many, Perivale represents an 
anonymous stop on the western 
fringes of London Underground’s 

Central line.

Yet just two minutes’ walk from the small, 
art deco-styled station resides a jaw-
dropping collection of BBC history. 

A functional yet faceless building – on an 
equally uninspired industrial estate – does 
not even hint at the massive array of 
artefacts and records housed therein. 
Because this is the home of BBC Archives.

So much more than a mere repository for 
the relics of our past, those who work 
here pride themselves on curating content 
which can enhance our future creative 
work – hence its mission statement – to 
secure the past for the future.

The BBC Archives transition
To ensure it is bringing maximum benefit 
to the BBC, the department has taken  
a long hard look at itself in the mirror  
as part of a project called The BBC 
Archives Transition.

As Director Sarah Hayes told Ariel: ‘We 
have gone back to first principles and 
analysed and challenged everything we do.’

What is emerging is less of the reactive 
enquiry and response model (though 
Archives will still do that where needed), 
but more a modern collections and 
content-focused approach.

The aspiration is to be fully embedded 
into the creative side of the BBC, offering 
professional expertise and unique 
material – published and unpublished – 
that helps enrich content and the 
audience experience.

What is the BBC Archives transition?
The BBC’s ‘internet first’ ambition and a 
fully digital future both present a huge 
opportunity for Archives to enhance its 
creative and curatorial value to the BBC. 
This is driving its new approach.

One example is that Archives can now 
play a far more prominent role in the 
production of content for television,  
radio and online by being involved at  
the earliest possible stage of content 
creation – ideally the commissioning 
stage – rather than being simply a 
resource to be drawn on retrospectively 
by programme-makers.

A new collections strategy, supported by 
a single search portal, will make it easier 
for users to find and access content 
themselves rather than Archives staff 
doing it for them.

There will also be an improved process to 
convert tape masters to file for 
transmission in order to meet the terms 
of the BBC’s new Playout contract.

The longer-term aim is that the days of 
moving physical archive items between 
BBC buildings will cease: ‘Our ambition is 
to have a fast and efficient digitisation-
on-demand process so users can identify 
items to be digitised,’ says Sarah. ‘This 
will reduce the time and cost associated 
with moving content physically, as well as 
safeguarding digital copies in a 
permanent environment. 

‘Our rule of thumb will be that physical 
archive content no longer moves  
between BBC buildings, and that users 
always receive a file rather than a  
physical item.’

Some of the amazing items held by archives...

• 3 million Radio programmes, sound effects and other audio recordings 

• 2.5 million Television programmes 

• 400,000 archival document files at Caversham

• 6 million photographs and digital images associated with BBC programmes 
and activities

• 2.5 million pieces of sheet music – providing performance materials for the 
BBC’s orchestras and singers

• 2 million commercial music recordings – 78s, vinyl, CDs and digital files

• 4,000 heritage artefacts and works of art

she said. ‘We have already reduced our 
2012/13 headcount by over 25%, and  
we are on target to deliver further  
savings subject to technical and  
other dependencies.’

The transition work is closely aligned to 
the BBC’s wider ambitions around 
simplification and sees a newly designed 
management structure in keeping with 
plans for Design and Engineering (in 
which Archives sits) and a ‘flatter’ less 
hierarchical BBC.

What will this achieve?
So what will these bold far-reaching 
changes achieve? Sarah has no doubt:  
‘It will enable a modern, ‘open’ archive fit 
for an internet first BBC, operated largely 
through automation and self-service, 
enhancing the creative process within  
the BBC and ultimately benefiting  
our audiences.’

Stop, Move or Improve approach
What Sarah describes as a ‘Stop, Move or 
Improve’ approach is also being 
implemented. This involves asking 
whether services being offered are still 
required, and if so, whether they are still  
a good fit for Archives, or could sit better 
elsewhere in the BBC: ‘Having identified 
Archives’ core activities for today’s BBC, 
we are making sure we address process 
improvements,’ adds Sarah.

For those services with continuing value, 
new methods are being adopted to make 
them more efficient.

Finally comes the difficult question of 
organisational design and this has 
brought about significant staffing 
changes at Perivale, as Sarah says:

‘All this work is driven by benefit to the 
BBC, and we have recognised an 
opportunity to achieve greater efficiency,’ 
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Engineer par excellence 
Ray Riley was forthright and 
entirely practical, capable of 
making and repairing almost 
anything, from clockwork 
mechanisms, all kind of 
electronics and on to engines. 

On ending National Service in 
the Royal Air Force, where his 

skills in electronics were honed, he joined BBC Radio as 
part of Circuit Maintenance Unit, eventually working at 
the Maida Vale music studios. 

In 1979, Ray came in to help install a new multitrack 
studio for Paddy Kingsland. 

I could never have filled the shoes of such an experienced 
engineer or be his ‘manager’, so he did most of the work, 
including much of the wiring. The studio (and numerous 
other installations that followed) was a massive success; 
none would have been so without Ray. 

The other work that Ray did in 14 years at the Workshop 
included a computerised equipment schedule and a huge 
amount of effort on Syncwriter, which allowed pictures 
and sound to be more easily locked together. 

But more important to Ray than any of this was his family: 
he was justifiably very proud of his wife Pat and daughter 
Samantha, something that was clearly visible whenever 
they visited the BBC.

The greatest of engineers have their monuments around 
us, but Ray Riley gave much more to all those who 
worked with him: he has left us with recollections of a 
unique time spent in creative teamwork, laughter and 
fun, a lasting monument of happy memories. 

Ray White 

Footnote: On behalf of all those who spent time at the 
Workshop, we remember Ray with great affection and 
admiration for his support over many years.

Through his technical training in the Royal Air Force,  
Ray continued to make it possible for lesser technically-
equipped colleagues at the Radiophonic Workshop to not 
only ‘fly’ but also kept us safely in the air as we explored  
the unknown world of new sounds and technologies.  
Our thoughts are with Samantha at this saddest of times.

Dick Mills, Brian Hodgson

Current affairs producer 
John Dekker, who has died 
aged 91, produced and edited 
current affairs programmes 
from 1964 to 1984.

John was born in 1926 to 
Margaret Mackay and 
Anthony Pini, principal cellist 
at the Royal Opera House.  

His parents divorced when he was very young and John 
left school early with no qualifications. He joined the 
navy aged 17 and was swiftly commissioned serving on 
the destroyers, ‘Quantock’ and ‘Trafalgar’ during the war. 

After demobilisation John worked variously in a coal 
mine, a sweet factory, a hospital and as a clerk for British 
Railways. He won a trade union scholarship to Ruskin 
College, Oxford where he read history and organised a 
student protest against Suez. He then studied politics at 
Manchester University where he became President of 
the Student Union and met fellow student, Aileen Gill,  
to whom he was married for 54 years. 

On graduation, John was offered a job at twenty-six 
pounds five shillings and sixpence a week as a radio 
reporter. This was the start of a long career at the BBC 
which he always saw as a ‘privilege’. He moved to 
London’s Lime Grove in 1964 where he produced and 

edited current affairs programmes including Tonight, 24 
hours and The Money Programme. He said he was ‘very 
grateful to the host of people who were there in my time 
and supported me, often in ways I never knew and 
certainly didn’t deserve.’

He, in turn, encouraged and mentored younger 
colleagues, giving so many of today’s producers and 
editors their first contracts at the BBC that he became 
an unofficial ‘open door’ for journalism training. 

After retiring from the BBC, John taught broadcast 
journalism at Manchester and City University, London. 
His wealth of experience meant he was a mine of useful 
information and always entertaining. Throughout his life 
John continued his own education, achieving his MA in 
war studies at Kings College aged 80. In 2014 he 
published A Very British Conspiracy, an account of 
Britain’s entry into the First World War.

John is survived by daughters Rosalind, Sophie and 
Sarah and seven grandchildren. Aileen died in 2014. 

BBC secretary 
June Clucas passed away peacefully 
at home on 24 February 2018 
aged 91, surrounded by her family. 

Born in Upper Tooting in 1926, June 
spent the early war years in Seaton, 
Devon with her grandparents  
until the age of 15, when, in 1942, 
she returned to her parents in 
Earlsfield to attend Business 

College. At the age of 17, in 1943, she then joined the BBC, 
working as a secretary for two programme producers  
at Broadcasting House for film and radio. Programs 
included Housewives’ Choice and Desert Island Discs. 

It was while working on a studio rehearsal of Film Time that 
June met her future husband Ben, a programme engineer 
whose role included the training of studio managers. 

After leaving the BBC in 1956 to start a family, June later 
worked as a secretary for an engineering company and 
then Thomas Cook until her retirement in 1990.

She will be missed immensely by all who knew her. Her 
kind, loving, happy and caring nature shone through and 
her inner strength and love of life manifested itself during 
an outstandingly courageous fight against cancer in the 
final year of her life… always fought with a smile – a very 
special lady. As one of her producers once said, ‘The world 
would be a better place if only everyone was a June.’

June leaves a son and daughter, three lovely 
granddaughters and two lovely great-grandchildren  
who will miss her dearly.

Margaret Clucas

In-demand set designer 
Former colleagues will be sad to 
learn of the death, on 6 April 2018, 
of Derek Dodd, a set designer 
through a ‘Golden Age’ of 
television production, working 
with directors such as Piers 
Haggard, Charles Sturridge, Jack 

Gold, Alan Clarke, Herbert Wise and Stephen Frears on 
plays by writers such as Dennis Potter, David Hare and 
Stephen Poliakoff.

He was educated at Gillingham Grammar School and 
The Rochester School of Art. His earliest credit in the 
Radio Times as a designer was for Dixon of Dock Green, 
starring Jack Warner in 1964. He was immensely proud 
of his contribution to Doctor Who in the 1966 episodes 
‘The Power of the Daleks’ and ‘The Wheel in Space’.

As television drama moved from studio to location film 
work, Derek was greatly in demand and his credits are a 
roll call of some of the most distinguished TV dramas of 
the 1970s and 80s: Anna Karenina (1978 nomination for 
Primetime Emmy Award ‘Outstanding Art Direction’) 
and Tender Is The Night (1986 nomination for BAFTA 
‘Best Design’).

He designed music specials The Gershwin Years and Call 
me Kiri (director Humphrey Burton) and Ken Russell’s 
Omnibus – The Dance of the Seven Veils. He also designed 
a Blue Peter Special, and a memorable studio production 
of Mozart’s opera The Impresario.

Following Derek’s retirement from the BBC and teaching 
at The National Film and Television School, he often lectured 
to a small group of old friends, drawing upon his own 
productions and his deep knowledge of film history.

In life and on set he was always a calming presence.  
As Peter Goodchild, the producer of the series Microbes 
and Men said, ‘He did so much to keep us on the road as 
we moved from country to country. He was unflappable, 
talented and completely committed. I remember him 
saying that he just considered himself extremely 
fortunate to be able to do what he loved and be paid  
for it. And in appearance and attitude he seemed to 
have the secret of eternal youth.’

Peter Jones and Audrey Hal

Donald Andrew Nicoll 
A favourite anecdote of Dad’s 
was the resignation of Michael 
Heseltine over the Westland 
affair in January 1986. He and 
Mike Viney had been posted 
outside 10 Downing Street, 
along with other news crews  
to await the outcome of what 
had become a public division 

within the cabinet over the future of this British 
helicopter manufacturer.

After several hours of inaction, the ITN crew decided it 
was time for a bite to eat. Although no doubt hungry 
too, Dad and Mike remained stoically in place. They were 
rewarded when a tempestuous-looking Defence Minister 
strode out of Number 10 and straight towards the 
awaiting BBC microphone to announce his resignation. 

Dad’s work partnership with Mike Viney was built on 
mutual respect and the ability to move swiftly into 
action as a team whenever needed. They clearly had a 
good understanding between them and took pride in 
maintaining the best professional standards.

In the aftermath of the ‘Desert Storm’ campaign, Dad 
and Mike found themselves in Kuwait, with all the sadness, 
carnage and waste that’s to be expected but which 
cannot be prepared for. In his work diary entry dated  
17 May 1991 he wrote, ‘Oil Lakes. Sad story about birds 
thinking oil is water.’ Others read, ‘Burning Oil Fields. 
Very spectacular in a creepy sort of way’ and ‘Refugee 
camp near Iraq border – terrible poverty.’ 

In 1986, they went to Mexico for the World Cup. This was 
probably Dad’s dream assignment, as he was an avid 
football fan – Chelsea FC through and through since 1940! 

Dad really loved his job and the newsroom community. 
Not knowing where he might end up each week was 
clearly a thrill to him and he was always grateful for the 
lengthy career the BBC provided, this being approximately 
35 years. He missed that in retirement, but was always 
glad to meet up or chat with an ex-colleague on the 
phone. He was privileged to enjoy a golden era in news 
gathering and he never forgot that.

Don left behind his wife, Cora, sons David and Keith and 
granddaughter, Mia. 
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Pebble Mill producer 
John Kenyon left agricultural college 
contemplating a career in farm and 
estate management. Instead, he 
ended up a producer at Pebble Mill 
during the 70s and 80s, making a 
huge contribution to two of its 
principal programmes, Farming and 
Gardeners’ World.

After joining the BBC as an assistant on Farming, John 
found himself a very young producer on his boss’s 
sudden death. The programme flourished under his 
inspiring and benevolent leadership, but his brief was 
never straightforward. The weekly programme, 
transmitted live at Sunday lunchtime on BBC1, was 
closely monitored by a powerful farming lobby, aided 
and abetted by rural MPs, with both parties eager to 
voice their opinions on the output. 

Often irked by their interventions, John dealt with any 
flak by being the genial Geordie. A useful antidote! 

In 1978 John became Executive Producer of Gardener’s 
World, at the same time retaining responsibility for the 
farming output. He quickly assembled a fresh team of 
presenters which included the late Geoff Hamilton, a 
talented gardener who became an outstanding broadcaster.

In the late 80s, he decided to expand the subject to 
embrace all activities in the countryside. The brief that he 
and his producers, Martin Small and Ken Pollock, devised 
was bought by CBBC1, Michael Grade. Countryfile, then 
with a team of 24, went on to be the most successful 
factual entertainment programme on the BBC.

He was a loyal and supportive colleague, quick to offer 
anyone an attachment to his unit if he considered they 
had potential for production work. I suspect there were 
occasions when these ad-hoc ‘attachments’ bypassed 
Personnel Department.

John eventually gave up stewardship of Farming but 
stayed with Gardener’s World until his retirement.  
The only time he ever strayed from his Birmingham base 
was to undertake a lengthy attachment to the Horizon 
programme. He devoted the remainder of his life to his 
five children, from his two marriages to Ros and Susie. 

Latterly he lived near Skipton in Yorkshire, close to some of 
his family, where he died peacefully on 22 March, aged 83.

Jim Dumighan and Ken Pollock

Margaret Mills 
Many readers will no doubt be greatly saddened to learn 
of Margaret Mills’ passing on 19 February 2018, less than 
four years after she retired from a long BBC career of 
nearly five decades. 

Margaret became the first senior secretary to me in my 
new role as Chief Engineer, Regions in 1969. Against more 
mature, experienced competition, she won her promotion 
from being a junior in the BBC Secretary’s Office. 

Margaret, with three ‘A’ Levels behind her, had decided 
University was not for her and initially did some 
secretarial summer relief work in the BBC, pretty well 
straight from school. The BBC and Margaret liked one 
another and so she joined the organisation formally on a 
permanent basis in her early twenties.

An only child and devoted daughter, she lived very 
happily with her ageing parents, taking great care of 
them and they of her.

Margaret was an avid viewer of all sports on television: 
she and her dad enjoyed a small ‘flutter’ on the horses 
on a daily basis. 

When I moved up the organisation to become Chief 
Engineer Radio Broadcasting, I took Margaret with me, 
and we were together until I retired in 1984. Margaret 

went on to be secretary to Controller of Radio 2 and 
finished up with a long spell in Radio 3’s planning office. 
My successors had the good sense to keep her until she 
finally retired after 48 years. 

Margaret was a highly efficient secretary and was most 
meticulous in every respect, while also being 100% 
reliable. In our time together I can honestly say never a 
single angry word passed between us.

Over the years, Margaret became almost a member of our 
family, accepting invitations to come to important 
celebrations including my 80th birthday. I, in turn, attended 
the funeral services held when each of her parents died.

Perhaps I never thanked her quite enough (although I 
did try) for her loyalty during so many years of solid 
support where it really did matter. It was a good 
Selection Board that helped me choose such a fine 
colleague that day back in 1969.

James Duncan MacEwan 

Margaret Turnill  
Margaret Turnill, who lived in 
Somerville Lodge, Sandgate, Kent, 
passed away suddenly on 2 January, 
following a stroke. She lived in her 
own home until the last day of her life 
but had to be admitted to hospital, 
where she died shortly afterwards,  
at the age of 101.

Margaret was the widow of Reginald Turnill who from 
1958-1975 was first appointed as an Industrial 
Correspondent before being appointed the Air and 
Defence Correspondent. He also made it his business to 
report on manned spaceflight and covered Gagarin’s 
historic first flight and every US manned mission.

Margaret and Reg had a long and happy life together 
and were married for almost 75 years when Reg died on 
12 February 2013, aged 97.

After they moved to Sandgate at the time of Reg’s 
retirement, both Margaret and Reg were prominent 
members of the Sandgate Society which helps to preserve 
and promote the unique heritage of Sandgate Village.

Margaret and Reg were both concerned about the falling 
standards of literacy and pointed out that in the 1900s 
Sandgate had been the literary centre of the world. They 
instigated an annual HG Wells Short Story Competition 
and used £20,000 of their life savings to provide a 
£1,000 prize for the best short story by a young writer 
below the age of 21. 

The large gathering at Margaret’s funeral is testament of 
the high regard felt by family and friends and she will be 
very much missed by all.

To Margaret’s family, sons Graham and Michael and all of 
the grandchildren and great-grandchildren, we send our 
heartfelt sympathies. 

Parliamentary broadcaster
Mike Broadbent, a stalwart of BBC news for more than 
30 years, has died, aged 84. He joined the London radio 
newsroom in 1959 with a solid grounding in newspapers, 
on the Manchester Evening Chronicle and the London 
Evening Star. He moved to TV News at Alexandra Palace 
two years later (putting in background appearances 
during summaries on the newsroom camera, reassuring 
his wife, Sandra, that he had made it safely to work). 

Moving steadily up the promotion chain, he impressed by 
the way he handled the newsroom on the night of 
President Kennedy’s assassination, and enjoyed a 
successful attachment to Birmingham, editing  
Midlands Today. 

He began a long association with parliament in 1968 as a 
producer on Westminster at Work, later becoming its editor 
under its new name Westminster, having responsibility 
for TV news coverage of the party conferences. 

In 1986 he launched the new 30-minute One o’clock 
News. Within three months, audience figures previously 
two-to-one in ITN’s favour had been completely 
reversed. At the time, he gave me a very useful bit of 
guidance for any editor: ‘It may not be a lead, but at 
least make it look like one.’

Next it was back to Westminster, in charge of the 
temporary experiment of TV coverage of the Commons. 
His work there and his presentation of the BBC’s case to 
various committees of MPs and other TV organisations 
did much to win over sceptics and opponents of 
parliamentary broadcasting, and when it was made 
permanent he helped set up the permanent BBC 
Westminster HQ at Millbank. 

Though educated at Manchester Grammar School,  
he was born in Yorkshire, and carried, some would say, 
Viking attributes of that county – a large ginger beard 
and a straightforward manner that belied a generous 
personality: he made friends wherever he travelled,  
was for 20 years a volunteer driver for a local hospice, 
and a devoted carer of Sandra during her illness.  
She predeceased him by a few months and he is 
survived by his three children, Maryan, Jane and Adam.

Andrew Maywood

Stalwart of the BBC 
Costume Department 

Reg Samuel, who passed away 
on 23 April 2018, was not just a 
brilliant costume designer but 
also one of the kindest, wittiest 
and most thoughtful men you 
could hope to meet. 

The day he died also marked the 40th anniversary of the 
transmission of The Voyage of Charles Darwin, one of his 
triumphs. For this programme Reg had travelled all over 
South America, including the Galapagos. A reunion was 
held in Cornwall for members of the BBC crew and the 
ship’s crew which Reg was determined to attend; sadly 
he was too ill and he died on the same weekend. 

Reg loved that Darwin trip – he had seamstresses in 
three different countries working for him and he revelled 
in the complexities of the schedule, producing wonderful 
costumes and uniforms time after time for all the 
different sequences.

Sometimes his open nature got him into hot water.  
On the Darwin project he arrived in Santiago, Chile 
ahead of the main unit, there to prepare costumes for the 
next batch of filming. After four days the work was done, 
and three young men took Reg to a bar to celebrate. 
Several pisco sours later Reg was feeling full of bonhomie 
until it slowly dawned on him that the idea was to spend 
the night there with the pretty ladies that the bar 
furnished. This was definitely not Reg’s scene so he 
rapidly made his excuses and left – straight into the arms 
of Pinochet’s police enforcing the 11pm curfew. A night 
in the cells followed and then a bleary Reg was released 
at dawn. That day the main unit arrived. He didn’t live it 
down for some time.

Reg was a stalwart of the BBC costume department 
over four decades, covering every type of drama and 
drama documentary in his long career. What marked him 
out (apart from his costume skills) was his delightful 
personality and sense of humour. Whether he was 
orchestrating a full dress reception on a warship’s deck 
or washing his smalls in a bucket on the stern of a crew 
boat, he enjoyed every minute.

Mary Whettem
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CLASSIFIEDS
Prospero Classifieds, BBC Pension and 
Benefits Centre, Broadcasting House, 
Cardiff CF5 2YQ.
Please enclose a cheque made payable to: 
BBC Central Directorate. 
Rate: £6 for 20 words. In a covering letter, 
please include your pension number.

Caption competition
The winner of a £10 shopping voucher is Terry Anderson, 
with ‘Have you seen my glasses anywhere Sybil?’.  
The runner-up was Bob Smith: ‘Manuel, I asked you to  
order some mousse!’

Visiting Scheme 
Available to BBC pensioners over 70, 
those recently bereaved, and anyone  
in poor health, the scheme is a method 
of keeping in touch and operates 
throughout the UK. Visitors are BBC 
pensioners themselves. If you want to 
be visited, receive a phone call or meet 
up somewhere mutually convenient,  
call 029 2032 2811. The contact is the 
same if you would like to become  
a visitor.

Queries 
For benefit and pension payroll queries,  
call the Service Line on 029 2032 2811  
or email mypension@bbc.co.uk.

Prospero 
To delete a name from the distribution 
list, ring the Service Line on  
029 2032 2811. Prospero is provided 
free of charge to retired BBC Scheme 
members only. Prospero is also 
available on audio disc for those  
with sight impairment. To register, 
please ring the Service Line. 
Alternatively, it is also available  
online at bbc.co.uk/mypension,  
under ‘Documents’.

BBC Club 
The BBC Club in London has a retired 
membership costing £3 per month or 
£36 per year. Members can also add 
friends and family to their membership 
for a small additional cost. Regional  
clubs may have different arrangements.  
Please call the BBC Club London  
office on 020 8752 6666 or email  
bbc.club@bbc.co.uk for details, or to join.

Benevolent Fund 
This is funded by voluntary 
contributions from the BBC and its 
purpose is to protect the welfare of 
staff, pensioners and their families. 
Grants are made at the discretion of 
the Trustees. They may provide 
assistance in cases of unforeseen 
financial hardship, for which help  
from other sources is not available.  
Tel: 029 2032 2811.

Prospero Society 
Prospero Society is the only section  
of the BBC Club run by and for retired 
BBC staff and their spouses. Its aim  
is to enable BBC pensioners to meet  
on a social basis for theatre visits, 
luncheons, coach outings, etc.

Prospero Society is supported by  
BBC Club funds so as to make events 
affordable. If you would like an 
application form, please contact:

Gayner Leach, BBC Club, BC2 B3 
Broadcast Centre, 201 Wood Lane, 
London W12 7TP 
Tel: 020 8752 6666 
Email: bbc.club@bbc.co.uk

BBCPA 
The BBCPA was founded in 1988 to 
promote and safeguard the interests  
of BBC pensioners. It is independent  
of the BBC. For details of how to  
join, see the panel on page 5  
or download a membership form  
at bbcpa.org.uk.

CONTACTS

Post your entry to Prospero by Monday 2 July.  
Or, you can email your entry to prospero@bbc.co.uk, 

with ‘caption competition 3’ in the 
subject line. Please include your 
BBC pension number. 

Good luck!

| ODDS & ENDS

John Holmes MBE
At the end of last year (21 November), 
John Holmes received the MBE for 
services to Nottinghamshire charities.

He joined the BBC on 13 January 1979 
and is still working for the Corporation 
– next year will be his 50th! He currently 
presents a Sunday morning show from 
9am until noon and the occasional 
item on East Midland Today TV.

John is a vice-president of The Notts 
Wildlife Trust, patron of the Malt Cross, 
an amazing old music hall in 
Nottingham, patron of the family 
adoption charity Family Care and 
founder and chairman for SKCIN.  
The Karen Clifford Skin Charity was 
formed over ten years ago with the 
objective of informing the public about 
the dangers of skin cancer and how to spot and guard against it. Set up as a  
local charity it’s now national and, in particular, organises accreditations for  
‘Sun Safe Schools’.

On the big day, Prince William awarded John his MBE and impressed all the 
recipients with his knowledge about each recipient. John says: ‘Instead of 
asking me what charities I represented he immediately cut to the chase and 
asked, ‘So how are things at The Notts Wildlife Trust?’

‘That impressed me, but the best was yet to come. I told him about the 
problems we were having in buying the jewel in our crown, Attenborough 
Nature Reserve – adding ‘It’s nothing to do with the Attenborough family, 
although Richard did open it.’ 

Quick as a flash Prince William replied, politely, ‘No, it was David.’

It was David. Well briefed or what!’

Jazz on BBC TV 1960-1969
A research project based at Birmingham City 
University is looking for interviewees who  
may have worked on BBC programmes  
from the 1960s that featured jazz music. 

The recorded interviews will make up an oral 
history of jazz television, to be housed at The 
British Library for future researchers. 

As well as famous BBC series dedicated to the 
music, such as Jazz 625 and Jazz Goes to College, Dr Nicolas Pillai is interested in 
finding out about uses of jazz in comedy, variety, drama and documentary.

‘From Acker Bilk to Joe Harriott, jazz was being used in such versatile ways by BBC 
production teams during the 1960s,’ says Pillai. ‘This project aims to map its appearances 
on television and to record the memories, skills and accomplishments of those who 
worked behind the cameras. These are important stories which are crucial to our 
understanding of jazz as a cultural force in Britain during this period.’

For many audiences at home, these programmes were the first chance to see 
American jazz musicians play, after the long Musicians’ Union ban that had restricted 
their entry into the country. 

Jazz programming at the BBC often coincided with tours arranged by promoters such 
as Harold Davison and gigs at new clubs such as Ronnie Scott’s in Soho. BBC jazz 
television programmes were also significant employers of British instrumentalists such 
as Tubby Hayes and Stan Tracey.

As well as musicians, producers, camera operators and sound supervisors, Pillai is 
particularly keen to speak to vision mixers, production assistants, lighting directors, 
engineers and secretaries.

‘I’m interested in capturing every aspect of the production process,’ notes Pillai, ‘and 
understanding how each decision made along the way helped bring programme ideas 
to realisation. Jazz is always thought of as improvised and off the cuff, but every 
production decision was essential to making good television!’

If you, or someone you know, might be interested in contributing to the project, 
please contact Dr Pillai either by email (nicolas.pillai@bcu.ac.uk), post (Flat 8,  
47 Portland St, Leamington Spa CV32 5EY) or telephone (07880 655 835).

Menorca.
Stunning detached villa in  
Es Castell with private pool.  
Close amenities. Sleeps 2-7.  
Brochure: 01621 741810.  
Website: menorcaholidayvilla.co.uk

Stephen Fry and  
Hugh Laurie in A Bit of 
Fry and Laurie (1987).

WIN
£10


